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Extended Data Figure 2 | Low-band antennas. a, The low-1 antenna 
with the 30 m ×  30 m mesh ground plane. The darker inner square is the 
original 10 m ×  10 m mesh. The control hut is 50 m from the antenna.  
b, A close view of the low-2 antenna. The two elevated metal panels form 

the dipole-based antenna and are supported by fibreglass legs. The balun 
consists of the two vertical brass tubes in the middle of the antenna. The 
balun shield is the shoebox-sized metal shroud around the bottom of the 
balun. The receiver is under the white metal platform and is not visible.
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observations using restricted spectral bands yield nearly identical 
best-fitting absorption profiles, with the highest signal-to-noise ratio 
reaching 52. In Fig. 2 we show representative cases of these fits.

We performed numerous hardware and processing tests to validate 
the detection. The 21-cm absorption profile is observed in data that 
span nearly two years and can be extracted at all local solar times and 
at all local sidereal times. It is detected by two identically designed 
instruments operated at the same site and located 150 m apart, and 
even after several hardware modifications to the instruments, includ-
ing orthogonal orientations of one of the antennas. Similar results for 
the absorption profile are obtained by using two independent pro-
cessing pipelines, which we tested using simulated data. The profile is 
detected using data processed via two different calibration techniques:  
absolute calibration and an additional differencing-based post- 
calibration process that reduces some possible instrumental errors. It 
is also detected using several sets of calibration solutions derived from 
 multiple laboratory measurements of the receivers and using  multiple 
on-site measurements of the reflection coefficients of the antennas. 
We modelled the sensitivity of the detection to several possible  
calibration errors and in all cases recovered profile amplitudes that 
are within the reported confidence range, as summarized in Table 1.  
An EDGES high-band instrument operates between 90 MHz and 
200 MHz at the same site using a nearly identical receiver and a scaled 
version of the low-band antennas. It does not produce a similar  feature 
at the scaled frequencies4. Analysis of radio-frequency interference 
in the observations, including in the FM radio band, shows that  
the absorption profile is inconsistent with typical spectral contribu-
tions from these sources.

We are not aware of any alternative astronomical or atmospheric 
mechanisms that are capable of producing the observed profile. H ii 
regions in the Galaxy have increasing optical depth with wavelength, 
blocking more background emission at lower frequencies, but they 
are observed primarily along the Galactic plane and generate mono-
tonic spectral profiles at the observed frequencies. Radio-frequency 
recombination lines in the Galactic plane create a ‘picket fence’ of 
narrow absorption lines separated by approximately 0.5 MHz at the 
observed frequencies5, but these lines are easy to identify and filter 
in the EDGES observations. The Earth’s ionosphere weakly absorbs 
radio signals at the observed frequencies and emits thermal radiation 
from hot electrons, but models and observations imply a broadband 
effect that varies depending on the ionospheric conditions6,7, including 
diurnal changes in the total electron content. This effect is fitted by 
our foreground model. Molecules of the hydroxyl radical and nitric 
oxide have spectral lines in the observed band and are present in the 
atmosphere, but the densities and line strengths are too low to produce 
substantial absorption.

The 21-cm line has a rest-frame frequency of 1,420 MHz. Expansion 
of the Universe redshifts the line to the observed band according to 
ν =   1,420/(1 +  z) MHz, where z is the redshift, which maps uniquely 
to the age of the Universe. The observed absorption profile is the con-
tinuous superposition of lines from gas across the observed redshift 
range and cosmological volume; hence, the shape of the profile traces 
the history of the gas across cosmic time and is not the result of the 

properties of an individual cloud. The observed absorption profile is 
centred at z ≈  17 and spans approximately 20 >   z >   15.

The intensity of the observable 21-cm signal from the early 
Universe is given as a brightness temperature relative to the micro-
wave background8:
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where xHi is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, Ωm and Ωb are the matter 
and baryon densities, respectively, in units of the critical density for a 
flat universe, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s− 1 Mpc− 1, 
TR is the temperature of the background radiation, usually assumed to 
be from the background produced by the afterglow of the Big Bang, 
TS is the 21-cm spin temperature that defines the relative population 
of the hyperfine energy levels, and the factor of 0.023 K comes from 
atomic-line physics and the average gas density. The spin temperature 
is affected by the absorption of microwave photons, which couples TS 
to TR, as well as by resonant scattering of Lyman-α  photons and atomic 
collisions, both of which couple TS to the kinetic temperature of the 
gas TG.

The temperatures of the gas and the background radiation are 
 coupled in the early Universe through Compton scattering. This 
 coupling becomes ineffective in numerical models9,10 at z ≈  150, 
after which primordial gas cools adiabatically. In the absence of 
stars or non-standard physics, the gas temperature is expected to be 
9.3 K at z =   20, falling to 5.4 K at z =   15. The radiation temperature 
decreases more slowly owing to cosmological expansion, following 
T0(1 + z) with T0 =   2.725, and so is 57.2 K and 43.6 K at the same  
redshifts,  respectively. The spin temperature is initially coupled to the 
gas temperature as the gas cools below the radiation temperature, but 
eventually the decreasing density of the gas is insufficient to main-
tain this coupling and the spin temperature returns to the radiation 
temperature.
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Figure 2 | Best-fitting 21-cm absorption profiles for each hardware case. 
Each profile for the brightness temperature T21 is added to its residuals and 
plotted against the redshift z and the corresponding age of the Universe. 
The thick black line is the model fit for the hardware and analysis 
configuration with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (equal to 52; H2;  
see Methods), processed using 60–99 MHz and a four-term polynomial 
(see equation (2) in Methods) for the foreground model. The thin solid 
lines are the best fits from each of the other hardware configurations  
(H1, H3–H6). The dash-dotted line (P8), which extends to z >   26, is 
reproduced from Fig. 1e and uses the same data as for the thick black line 
(H2), but a different foreground model and the full frequency band.

Table 1 | Sensitivity to possible calibration errors

Error source
Estimated  
uncertainty

Modelled 
error level

Recovered  
amplitude (K)

LNA S11 magnitude 0.1 dB 1.0 dB 0.51
LNA S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
Antenna S11 magnitude 0.02 dB 0.2 dB 0.50
Antenna S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
No loss correction N/A N/A 0.51
No beam correction N/A N/A 0.48

The estimated uncertainty for each case is based on empirical values from laboratory 
 measurements and repeatability tests. Modelled error levels were chosen conservatively to 
be five and ten times larger than the estimated uncertainties for the phases and magnitudes, 
 respectively. LNA, low-noise amplifier; S11, input reflection coefficient; N/A, not applicable.
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The first term, in the r → 0 limit, was derived in [13,19],
but here we also find the second term, which is nonzero
for r ≠ 0.
By symmetry, _Q χ is obtained by simply substituting

b↔χ in Eq. (16). We see that these expressions, with the
drag DðVχbÞ in Eq. (13), conserve the total kinetic energy
density in the baryon-DM fluid, i.e.

nχ
dQ χ

dt
þ nb

dQb

dt
−
ρχρb
ρm

DðVχbÞVχb ¼ 0: ð17Þ

Now that we know how the interactions change the
energy of the baryons and DM at any given time, let us find
how their temperatures are modified.

D. Temperature evolution

Using the expressions for the drag DðVχbÞ, in Eq. (13),
and the heating rates _Qb and _Q χ , in Eq. (16), we can write
the equations of the temperature evolution [13,19]. In our
analysis we also evolve the relative velocity Vχb. The set of
equations we will have to solve is then

dTχ

da
¼ −2

Tχ

a
þ

2 _Q χ

3aH
; ð18Þ

dTb

da
¼ −2

Tb

a
þ ΓC

aH
ðTγ − TbÞ þ

2 _Qb

3aH
; ð19Þ

dVχb

da
¼ −

Vχb

a
−
DðVχbÞ
aH

; ð20Þ

where we have assumed the photon temperature Tγ is
unaltered, H is the Hubble parameter and ΓC is the
Compton interaction rate, which depends on the free-
electron density ne. Since the free-electron abundance also
depends on the baryon temperature through the recombi-
nation rate, we must solve for Eqs. (18)–(20) simultane-
ously with the free-electron fraction xe ¼ ne=nH ,

dxe
da

¼ −
C
aH

ðnHABx2e − 4ð1 − xeÞBBe3E0=ð4TγÞÞ; ð21Þ

where C is the Peebles factor [23], E0 is the ground energy
of hydrogen, and ABðTb; TγÞ and BBðTγÞ are the effective
recombination coefficient and the effective photoionization
rate to and from the excited state, respectively [24,25].
For convenience, we parametrize the results in terms of a

dimensionless cross section σ41, defined as

σ41 ≡ σ0
10−41 cm2

; ð22Þ

so that σ41 ≤ 3.2ðm χ=GeVÞ is the 95% C.L. constraint from
CMB analysis [13], valid only for m χ ≫ m b.

E. Limiting cases

To gain understanding of the implications of Eq. (16) it is
enlightening to study the extreme cases of very-heavy and
very-light dark matter.

(i) For very massive dark matter (m χ ≫ m b ≈1 GeV),
the first term in Eq. (16) is small and the second one
dominates, which means that the new effect we
have calculated is more relevant than the previously
known result. In this limit we then have _Qb¼
ðρχ=ρm Þm bVχbDðVχbÞ½1þO ðm b=m χÞ&, whichmeans
_Qb ∝σ0=m χ . Equivalently, the DM heating term
will be given by _Q χ¼ðρb=ρm Þm bVχbDðVχbÞ×
½1þO ðm b=m χÞ&, so that _Q χ ∝σ0=m χ as well, so
for m χ ≫ m b the constraints we will find will behave
as σ0 ∝m χ .

(ii) In the opposite limit, in which m χ ≪ m b, we find
that the temperature-independent heating term [sec-
ond term in Eq. (16)] is linear in m χ and hence
subdominant. The first term is roughly constant.
Although uth depends on Tχ=m χ , Tχ starts as zero
and does not change unless there are interactions.
This leads to a net mass-independent cooling
_Qb < 0, whereas the dark matter decouples,
since _Q χ ∝m χ → 0.

Let us now briefly discuss the two limiting cases where
either thermal or relative velocities dominate:

(i) When Vχb ≪ uth ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tχ=m χ þ Tb=m b

p
(thermal

velocity dominates), we recover the results of
Ref. [19], where baryons get cooled down and tend
to thermalize with the dark matter fluid. This is
shown in Fig. 1 as the “Vχb;0 ¼ 0” case.

(ii) In the limit where Vχb is much bigger than uth, the
second term in Eq. (16) dominates, which causes a
net heating of the baryon fluid. However, the overall
rate of interactions (and hence net heating or cool-
ing) is suppressed for large velocities, due to the fact
that the cross section is proportional to v−4.

F. Numerical results

We solve the system Eqs. (18)–(21) for different values
of σ41 and m χ , starting at z ¼ 1010 with the baryons tightly
coupled to the photon fluid (Tb ¼ Tγ) and with perfectly
cold dark matter (Tχ ¼ 0), although we tested that having
slightly warm dark matter at recombination does not
change our results significantly. We use cosmological
parameters consistent with their current best-fit values
[2]. We have also checked that, for the values of σ41
considered in our analysis, the system is not already tightly
coupled at z ¼ 1010, which would require us to start
evolving the system at an earlier redshift.
As for the initial conditions for Vχb, we will solve the

system for an array of values from zero initial velocity to 3
times the width of its Gaussian distribution. For purposes of
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The first term, in the r → 0 limit, was derived in [13,19],
but here we also find the second term, which is nonzero
for r ≠ 0.
By symmetry, _Q χ is obtained by simply substituting

b↔χ in Eq. (16). We see that these expressions, with the
drag DðVχbÞ in Eq. (13), conserve the total kinetic energy
density in the baryon-DM fluid, i.e.
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−
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Now that we know how the interactions change the
energy of the baryons and DM at any given time, let us find
how their temperatures are modified.

D. Temperature evolution

Using the expressions for the drag DðVχbÞ, in Eq. (13),
and the heating rates _Qb and _Q χ , in Eq. (16), we can write
the equations of the temperature evolution [13,19]. In our
analysis we also evolve the relative velocity Vχb. The set of
equations we will have to solve is then
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where we have assumed the photon temperature Tγ is
unaltered, H is the Hubble parameter and ΓC is the
Compton interaction rate, which depends on the free-
electron density ne. Since the free-electron abundance also
depends on the baryon temperature through the recombi-
nation rate, we must solve for Eqs. (18)–(20) simultane-
ously with the free-electron fraction xe ¼ ne=nH ,

dxe
da

¼ −
C
aH

ðnHABx2e − 4ð1 − xeÞBBe3E0=ð4TγÞÞ; ð21Þ

where C is the Peebles factor [23], E0 is the ground energy
of hydrogen, and ABðTb; TγÞ and BBðTγÞ are the effective
recombination coefficient and the effective photoionization
rate to and from the excited state, respectively [24,25].
For convenience, we parametrize the results in terms of a

dimensionless cross section σ41, defined as

σ41 ≡ σ0
10−41 cm2

; ð22Þ

so that σ41 ≤ 3.2ðm χ=GeVÞ is the 95% C.L. constraint from
CMB analysis [13], valid only for m χ ≫ m b.

E. Limiting cases

To gain understanding of the implications of Eq. (16) it is
enlightening to study the extreme cases of very-heavy and
very-light dark matter.

(i) For very massive dark matter (m χ ≫ m b ≈1 GeV),
the first term in Eq. (16) is small and the second one
dominates, which means that the new effect we
have calculated is more relevant than the previously
known result. In this limit we then have _Qb¼
ðρχ=ρm Þm bVχbDðVχbÞ½1þO ðm b=m χÞ&, whichmeans
_Qb ∝σ0=m χ . Equivalently, the DM heating term
will be given by _Q χ¼ðρb=ρm Þm bVχbDðVχbÞ×
½1þO ðm b=m χÞ&, so that _Q χ ∝σ0=m χ as well, so
for m χ ≫ m b the constraints we will find will behave
as σ0 ∝m χ .

(ii) In the opposite limit, in which m χ ≪ m b, we find
that the temperature-independent heating term [sec-
ond term in Eq. (16)] is linear in m χ and hence
subdominant. The first term is roughly constant.
Although uth depends on Tχ=m χ , Tχ starts as zero
and does not change unless there are interactions.
This leads to a net mass-independent cooling
_Qb < 0, whereas the dark matter decouples,
since _Q χ ∝m χ → 0.

Let us now briefly discuss the two limiting cases where
either thermal or relative velocities dominate:

(i) When Vχb ≪ uth ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tχ=m χ þ Tb=m b

p
(thermal

velocity dominates), we recover the results of
Ref. [19], where baryons get cooled down and tend
to thermalize with the dark matter fluid. This is
shown in Fig. 1 as the “Vχb;0 ¼ 0” case.

(ii) In the limit where Vχb is much bigger than uth, the
second term in Eq. (16) dominates, which causes a
net heating of the baryon fluid. However, the overall
rate of interactions (and hence net heating or cool-
ing) is suppressed for large velocities, due to the fact
that the cross section is proportional to v−4.

F. Numerical results

We solve the system Eqs. (18)–(21) for different values
of σ41 and m χ , starting at z ¼ 1010 with the baryons tightly
coupled to the photon fluid (Tb ¼ Tγ) and with perfectly
cold dark matter (Tχ ¼ 0), although we tested that having
slightly warm dark matter at recombination does not
change our results significantly. We use cosmological
parameters consistent with their current best-fit values
[2]. We have also checked that, for the values of σ41
considered in our analysis, the system is not already tightly
coupled at z ¼ 1010, which would require us to start
evolving the system at an earlier redshift.
As for the initial conditions for Vχb, we will solve the

system for an array of values from zero initial velocity to 3
times the width of its Gaussian distribution. For purposes of
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Interacting dark matter as a heat sink: 21-cm signal

Muñoz, Kovetz & YAH 2015: accounted for heating through dissipation of relative motion
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illustration we will plot two different cases, one in which
Vχb;0 ¼ Vrms ¼ 29 km=s at initial redshift, and another in
which Vχb;0 ¼ 0, to show how the relative velocity affects
the results. In the case with Vχb;0 ≠ 0, higher values of m χ

imply a more significant heating of the baryons.
In Fig. 1 we show how the baryon temperature changes

with the strength of the interactions. In the central and
bottom panels we have m χ ≥ m p. In those two figures it is
explicit that having Vχb;0 ≠ 0 (red lines) induces extra heat
in the system as a result of the damping of the relative

velocity, which increases the temperature of both baryons
and dark matter. However, when considering the case with
Vχb;0 ¼ 0 (blue lines), the interactions cool down the
baryons and only heat up the dark matter. In the upper
panel of Fig. 1 we have set m χ ¼ 0.1 GeV. In this case it is
clear that introducing interactions can only cool down the
baryons, albeit with a more pronounced temperature drop
in the Vχb;0 ¼ 0 case.

III. EFFECTS ON THE 21-CMDARKAGES SIGNAL

We have seen how the baryon and dark matter temper-
atures change when adding interactions. Now we will study
how this modified baryon temperature gives rise to a
different spin temperature for the gas during the dark ages,
which in turn modifies the 21-cm brightness temperature
we would observe.

A. 21-cm brightness temperature

The electronic ground state of neutral hydrogen is split
into two hyperfine states, a singlet spin-0 and a triplet spin-1
configuration. The singlet state has a smaller energy, with
the transition from the triplet to the singlet corresponding to
a wavelength of 21 cm. Because of its very long wavelength
it is hard to confuse with any other redshifted line, making it
a very unique probe of the physics of the early universe [15].
We define the spin temperature of the baryon gas through

the ratio of the populations of the triplet to the singlet states,

n1
n0

¼ 3e−T"=Ts ; ð23Þ

where T" ¼ 0.068K ¼ 5.9 μeV is the energy correspond-
ing to the 21-cm transition. During the dark ages the
upward and downward transitions are much faster than the
evolution of the universe. This means that we can use
the quasi-steady-state approximation and, to a good accu-
racy, find the values of n1 and n0 for which there is
equilibrium,

n0ðC01 þ R01Þ ¼ n1ðC10 þ R10Þ; ð24Þ

where Rij are the rates of radiative transitions of the CMB
blackbody photons and Cij are the collisional transition
rates [18]. We will always have T" ≪ Tb; Tγ, in which case
the spin temperature is very well approximated by

Ts ¼ Tγ þ
C10

C10 þ A10
Tb
T"

; ð25Þ

whereA10 is the downward spontaneous Einstein coefficient
of the 21-cm transition. We neglect the Wouthuysen-Field
effect [26–28] that would arise from inelastic scattering of
Lyman-α photons after the first stars are created.

FIG. 1 (color online). Baryon temperatures (three upper curves)
without interactions (solid curve) and when adding interactions
with σ41 ¼ 1 (dashed-blue curve for the case where Vχb;0 ¼ 0 and
red curve for Vχb;0 ¼ Vrms), as well as dark-matter temperatures
(two lower curves, dash-dotted–blue curve for the case where
Vχb;0 ¼ 0 and red curve for Vχb;0 ¼ Vrms). From top to bottom we
show the results for m χ ¼ 0.1, 1, and 10 GeV.
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this modification depends on the initial relative velocity.
The large-scale fluctuations of the relative velocity will
therefore be imprinted on the brightness temperature, since
two regions with different initial relative velocities will
appear with different brightness temperatures (compare
blue and red lines in Fig. 3), which will actually generate an
additional contribution to the power spectrum of the 21-cm
fluctuations. Let us calculate it.
The standard deviation of T21 as a function of

Vχb;0 is

T21;rms ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hT2

21i − hT21i2
q

: ð29Þ

Even if T21 had no explicit spatial dependence, it would
fluctuate because relative velocities are not homogeneous.
In principle, to compute the power spectrum of T21, one
should first compute its two-point correlation function.
This is obtained by integrating over the six-dimensional
joint probability distribution of the relative velocities at two
different points (see Ref. [21]). To simplify matters we shall
make the following approximation:

T21ðVχb;0Þ ≈ hT21iþ T21;rms

ffiffiffi
2

3

r "
1 −

V2
χb

V2
rms

#
; ð30Þ

which has the advantage of resulting in simple analytic
expressions [29] while still reproducing adequately the
variance of T21. For illustration we show T21 as a function
of Vχb;0 for the m χ ¼ 1 GeV case in Fig. 5. We calculate the
power spectrum of T21ðVχb;0Þ in this approximation to be

hT21ðkÞT%
21ðk0Þi ¼ T2

21;rmsPV2
χb
ðkÞð2πÞ3δD ðkþ k0Þ; ð31Þ

wherePV2
χb
is the power spectrumof

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
ð1 − V2

χb;0=V
2
rmsÞ.

We plot PV2
χb
ðkÞ in Fig. 6.

Our observable, the brightness temperature of the 21-cm
line, varies in space through its dependence on the baryon
density nb, as well as on the initial relative velocities Vχb;0.
To linear order in density perturbations the temperature of
the 21-cm line, Eq. (26), will be given by [17]

T21 ¼ T̄21ðVχb;0Þ þ
dT21

dδ
δ; ð32Þ

where δ≡ ðnb − n̄bÞ=n̄b, dT21=dδ is a well-known func-
tion of redshift for Vχb;0 ¼ 0, and T̄21¼ τ̄ðT̄s−TγÞ=ð1þ zÞ
is the unperturbed value of the brightness temperature.

FIG. 3 (color online). Values of the average brightness temper-
ature of the 21-cm line for the collisionless case (solid-black
curve), the case with interactions (blue-dashed curve for
Vχb;0 ¼ 0, purple–dot-dashed curve for Vχb;0 ¼ Vrms), and the
average over initial velocities in the red-dotted curve. From top to
bottom we show the results for m χ ¼ 0.1, 1, and 10 GeV.

FIG. 4 (color online). Values of the brightness temperature of
the 21-cm line for the collisionless case in solid-black curve, and
three with interactions (σ41 ¼ 1), in dashed-blue curve
m χ ¼ 0.1 GeV, in dot-dashed–purple curve m χ ¼ 1 GeV, and
in dotted-red curve m χ ¼ 10 GeV.
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source of x rays during this era [37–39]. Once data of the
gas temperature during the dark ages are acquired, a careful
analysis should take these processes into account along
with the heating produced by DM-baryon interactions, and
by studying their different redshift behaviors and angular
structures, disentangle them. We motivate future work to
address this issue.
The angular noise power spectrum of an interferometer is

given by [40]

l2CN
l ¼

ð2πÞ3T2
sysðνÞ

Δνtof2cover

!
l

lcoverðνÞ

"
2

; ð40Þ

where lcoverðνÞ ¼ 2πD=λ is the maximum multipole at
frequency ν (corresponding to wavelength λ) that can be
measured with an array of dishes with maximum baseline
D, covering a total area Atotal with a covering fraction
fcover ≡ NdishAdish=Atotal, in a frequency window Δν with
an observing time to. The system temperature is given by
Tsys ∼ 180ðν=180 MHzÞ−2.6 K, consistent with [41].
Inspired by design plans for the Square Kilometer Array,

we first consider a future ground-based interferometer with
access to the final stages of the dark ages, z ∼ 20–30, with a
baseline of D ¼ 6 km [corresponding to a maximum
angular scale lcoverðνÞ ∼ 5800 at redshift z ¼ 30], with
fcover ¼ 0.02, surveying a sky fraction fsky ¼ 0.75 for a
total of five whole years. As for the bandwidth, we
surveyed a range between Δν ¼ 0.1 MHz and 10 MHz
and found that Δν ∼ 1 MHz is the optimum value (for
smaller bandwidths the noise Cls dominate over the signal
and for larger ones the number of redshift slices is
too small).
For more optimistic constraints, we set D ¼ 50 km,

fcover ¼ 0.1, and assume ten whole years of observations.
In order to get a result closer to the cosmic-variance limit
we could perform the analysis from z ¼ 20, going up to the
beginning of the dark ages, z ¼ 200. However, we find that
it does not improve the results significantly, due to the rise
of synchrotron radiation at low frequencies, which grows
much more rapidly than the signal. We consider then the
same redshift range as before, z from 20 to 30.
One of the great advantages of 21-cm as a probe is the

ability to analyze the tomography of the signal, enabling us
to coadd information from different redshift slices.
Summing over redshift slices, the signal-to-noise ratio is
given by

ðS=NÞ ¼
#X

z

fsky
2

Xlmax

lmin

ð2lþ 1ÞðCVχb
l ðzÞÞ2

ðCstd
l ðzÞ þ CN

l ðzÞÞ2

$1
2

: ð41Þ

In Fig. 8 we show the Cls for the usual primordial
perturbations (Cstd

l ), for the instrumental noise (CN
l , both

with next-generation and futuristic parameters), and for the
new contribution due to interactions (CVχb

l ), all of them at
redshift z ¼ 30.

1. Results

Let us start by considering the realistic noise case (that
corresponds to the experimental parameters of SKA) and
find what the signal-to-noise ratio would be for detecting
σ41 ¼ 1. We calculate the signal-to-noise ratio for σ41 ¼ 1
in each redshift bin between z ¼ 20 and z ¼ 30 with
Eq. (41). We find the total signal-to-noise ratio to be S=N ∼
3 for the case of m χ ¼ 0.1 GeV, S=N ∼ 9 for m χ ¼ 1 GeV,
and S=N ∼ 0.2 for m χ ¼ 10 GeV. We could alternatively
express the results in terms of the smallest σ41 that would
still give us a signal-to-noise ratio of 1, taken to be
approximately σ41;min ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S=N

p
. We show the minimum

detectable cross sections in Table I.
Let us now move on to trying to find the smallest

possible σ41 detectable at S=N ¼ 1 in the more optimistic
case. In principle the amplitude A of CVχb

l , equal to T̄2
21;rms,

is a nontrivial function of redshift and σ41. However, we
find that for small values of σ41 (σ41 ≲ 0.1), the quantity
fðzÞ≡ T̄21;rms=σ41 is approximately independent of σ41
(although it does depend on m χ). Then we can construct an
estimator for σ41 for each redshift slice,

FIG. 8 (color online). Angular power spectra at redshift z ¼ 30
with bandwidth Δν ¼ 1 MHz. In solid-black curve we show the
usual primordial perturbations, in solid- and dotted-blue curves
the instrumental noises for the realistic and optimistic cases [see
Eq. (40) and discussion below] and in dashed-red curve the new
piece due to interactions for σ41 ¼ 1 and m χ ¼ 1 GeV.

TABLE I. Minimum σ0 (in cm2, corresponding to σ41 × 1041)
detectable with both realistic and optimistic interferometer
parameters at 68% C.L., as well as with global-signal analysis
with 1% accuracy for three different dark-matter masses m χ

(in GeV).

m χ [GeV] 1=10 1 10

Fluctuations (realistic) 6 × 10−42 3 × 10−42 2 × 10−41

Fluctuations (optimistic) 2 × 10−44 4 × 10−44 4 × 10−43

Global signal (1% error) 4 × 10−43 1 × 10−42 2 × 10−42
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FIG. 2. Power spectrum of the 21-cm signal versus wavenum-
ber at z = 17. The spectra are shown for the same highlighted
models from Fig. 1: the model with the strongest absorp-
tion (blue), the lowest zh (green) and the highest r.m.s. (red);
in addition, several other random models from the ensemble
compatible with EDGES are shown (grey). Also shown is the
power spectrum of vbdm (black dotted curve). The model with
the strongest BAO has the following parameters: Vc = 35.5
[km s−1], f∗ = 0.3%, fX = 0.0721, α = −1.5, νmin = 0.4
[keV], τ = 0.071, Rmfp = 30 [Mpc], mχ = 0.56 [GeV] and
σ1 = 4.6× 10−20 [cm2]. In order to highlight the BAO shape,
all the curves are normalized to unity at k = 0.1 [Mpc−1].

row) and calculated the power spectrum. The result-
ing power spectra are shown in Fig. 2. To highlight the
BAO shape (the r.m.s. amplitude was separately shown
in Fig. 1) we show the power spectra relative to their
value at k = 0.1 Mpc−1 and average over 10 independent
realizations of the initial velocity cubes to compensate
for the cosmic variance effect on the largest scales.
Conclusions: The recent detection by EDGES Low-

Band, if indeed cosmological, requires a new theoretical
explanation beyond the standard astrophysical model.
In this Letter, considering b-DM scattering as a viable
mechanism to produce the observed absorption, we have
surveyed the resulting parameter space of astrophysical
and dark matter properties. We have shown that the ex-
pected global signal and r.m.s. of the fluctuations vary
over a much larger range than before. The velocity-
dependent cross-section imprints enhanced BAOs which
could be used to constrain dark matter theories.
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Strong dependence of interaction on relative motion 
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FIG. 12: Constraints from this work on millicharged
DM scattering (corresponding to the n = �4 scenario)
in ✏�m� space compared to bounds from other areas:
cooling of giants, white dwarfs, and supernovae and
constraints on Neff from BBN and CMB [38, 72],
overclosure of the Universe [87] and various collider

experiments [35, 73, 74, 87]. We have assumed here that
all DM is millicharged.
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This provides a straightforward, albeit conservative,
relation between our numerical variable �0 and the
“Helium-subtracted” cross-section �H in the case of spin-
independent n = 0 scattering. This improves our results
by as much as a factor of 20 in the high-mass regime.

Figure 11 shows the regions we have excluded at
the 2 � � level in the m� � �H parameter space com-
pared to regions explored by direct detection experi-
ments XENON-1T [71], LUX [57], XQC [70], CRESST-
II[62], the CRESST ⌫-cleus Surface Run [63, 79] , and
the CDMS-I re-analysis [80]. While nuclear recoil ex-
periments provide high sensitivity at high masses, direct
detection limits towards sub-GeV dark matter are cur-
rently restricted to DM-electron scattering, [83–85], and
sensitivity of underground experiments in particular are
cut o↵ at high cross-sections by scattering through the
rock overburden [79, 86]. Cosmological observables are
thus especially complementary in this regime.

VIII. CASE STUDY: MILLICHARGED DM

We will now consider the scenario of millicharged DM,
explored previously in Refs. [33–39]. For this case, we
assume that all DM is charged under some hidden U(1)
gauge with a “dark photon”, which kinetically mixes
with the Standard Model photon such that DM particles
carry a fractional electromagnetic charge ✏e. The non-
relativistic DM-proton scattering thus follows a Coulomb
cross-section:

d�

d⌦
=

✏
2
↵
2
EM

4 sin4 ✓/2
µ
�2
�b

v
�4

, (16)

and we see that our n = �4 constraints are applicable
here.
To regulate the divergence at small scattering angles,

we impose a minimum scattering angle ✓min set by the
Debye screening length of the baryon plasma

✓min =
2✏↵EM

3T�D

, �D =

r
T

4⇡↵EMne

, (17)

such that we can apply our results

�0 = 2⇡

Z
⇡

✓min

d✓ sin ✓
d�

d⌦
. (18)

We obtain the approximate numerical bound

✏ < 8.2⇥ 10�8
⇣
m�

GeV

⌘1/2 ⇣ µ�b

GeV

⌘1/2
. (19)

Constraints on millicharged DM particles in the low-
mass . MeV regime come predominantly from cooling
dynamics of stars and supernovae, as well as constraints
on the e↵ective neutrino number Neff during Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and CMB epochs [38, 72]. Limits
arise also from collider experiments such as from LHC
and SLAC [35, 73, 74, 87]. An additional constraint
comes from rapid annihilation of high-mass DM induc-
ing premature closure of the universe [87]. Figure 12
compares the bounds from this work with the previously
mentioned results. As shown, CMB temperature and po-
larization data together with Lyman-↵ flux power spec-
trum measurements provide sensitive constraints to the
scenario where all DM carries a millicharge.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we consider a general class of elastic DM-
proton interaction scenarios where the scattering cross-
section scales phenomenologically as a power of relative
velocity between protons and dark matter. We perform
an MCMC likelihood analysis and obtain constraints on
the scattering cross section �0 for 10 GeV, 1 GeV, and 10
MeV dark matter particle masses and a range of power
laws n 2 {�4,�2,�1, 0, 2}, using CMB temperature and

Xu, Dvorkin & Chael 2018
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DM and baryons, we obtain
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where N0⌘2
7
2 /3

p
⇡, YHe is the helium mass fraction,

and Tb and T� are the temperatures of the baryon and
DM fluids. The internal spin degrees of freedom6 are
g�=2, gp=2, and gHe=1. In the nuclear shell model,
the length parameter for helium is aHe⇡1.5 fm [40]. For
spin-independent scattering, the total rate coe�cient is

R(SI)

� = R(SI)

�p + R(SI)

�He
; for spin-dependent scattering, the

total rate coe�cient is R(SD)

� = R(SD)

�p . Note that the ve-
locity dependence of the cross section in the case of he-
lium translates to the additional temperature-dependent
term in the last line of the above expressions.

Since we are interested in light DM, we cannot neglect
terms with T� in the above equations (as was done in
Ref. [36] for heavy DM). We thus track the DM temper-
ature evolution given by7 [35, 36]

Ṫ� = �2
ȧ

a
T� + 2R0

�(Tb � T�) . (5)

The heat-exchange coe�cients control when the DM and
baryon fluids thermally decouple, and they are given by

R0(SI)
� ⌘ (µ�p/mp)R

(SI)

�p + (µ�He/mHe)R
(SI)

�He
,

R0(SD)

� ⌘ (µ�p/mp)R
(SD)

�p .
(6)

Data analysis and results. We use the CMB
power spectra and likelihoods from the Planck 2015 data
release, as available through the clik/plik distribu-
tion [30, 31]. We analyze temperature, polarization, and
lensing to jointly constrain the six standard ⇤CDM pa-
rameters: the Hubble parameter h, baryon density ⌦bh2,
DM density ⌦�h2, reionization optical depth ⌧ , the am-
plitude of the scalar perturbations As, and the scalar
spectral index ns. We also include the coupling coef-

ficient cSI/SDp as an additional free parameter (with a
wide flat prior probability distribution). We use the code
MontePython [46] with the PyMultinest [47] implemen-
tation of nested likelihood sampling [48–50].8 We repeat

6 The DM and baryonic spin degrees of freedom were omitted in
similar expressions derived in Refs. [34–36].

7 At early times, when the interactions a↵ect the evolution of den-
sity modes accessible to cosmological observables, baryons are
in thermal contact with photons, and the backreaction on the
baryon temperature is a subdominant e↵ect; we thus ignore it.

8 For the case of no DM–proton interactions (vanishing coupling
coe�cients), we recover ⇤CDM parameter values and constraints
consistent with Planck published results [30] (to within 0.14�).
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FIG. 1. Constraints on the DM–proton scattering cross sec-
tion, as derived from various cosmological measurements;
shaded regions are excluded with 95% confidence. The exclu-
sion curves that partially span this mass range are from pre-
vious state-of-the-art results, while the red curves that span
the entire mass range represent the constraints derived in this
study for spin-independent and spin-dependent scattering.

FIG. 2. Percent di↵erence in the CMB temperature power
spectrum between the ⇤CDM model and a model with spin-
independent DM–proton scattering, where the interaction
strength is set to its 95% confidence-level upper limit (while
all other cosmological parameters are kept at their best-fit
Planck 2015 values [45]). The size of Planck 2� error bar
(binned with a bin size �`=50) is roughly represented by the
shaded region, for reference.

the fitting procedure for a range of 8 fixed DM mass val-
ues between 1 keV and 1 TeV for spin-independent and
for spin-dependent interactions.

We find no evidence for DM–proton scattering in the
data, and thus derive 95% confidence-level upper lim-
its on cSIp and cSDp as a function of DM mass. We
then convert these results into upper limits on the cor-
responding interaction cross sections; the resulting ex-
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SUMMARY 

It is suggested that there may be a large number of gravitationally collapsed 
objects of mass 10-5 g upwards which were formed as a result of fluctuations in 
the early Universe. They could carry an electric charge of up to ±30 electron 
units. Such objects would produce distinctive tracks in bubble chambers and 
could form atoms with orbiting electrons or protons. A mass of 1017 g of such 
objects could have accumulated at the centre of a star like the Sun. If such a 
star later became a neutron star there would be a steady accretion of matter by 
a central collapsed object which could eventually swallow up the whole star in 
about ten million years. 

It has been known for some time that a star of mass M greater than about one 
and a half times the mass of the Sun cannot support itself against gravity when it 
has exhausted its nuclear fuel. If therefore it has not ejected sufficient matter to 
reduce its mass below this figure by the end of its lifetime, it seems that it must 
undergo gravitational collapse to produce a ‘ black hole * of radius about the 
Schwarzschild radius zGM/c2. This collapsed object would produce a gravitational 
field of the same order as that of the original star and therefore could still be detected 
by its gravitational effect. The theory of a mass ejection in the later stages of stellar 
evolution is still uncertain but it seems that there could easily be as many collapsed 
stars as visible ones in our galaxy. Indeed the recent observations by Weber (i)-(3) 
of gravitational wave pulses which appear to come from the galactic centre suggest 
that objects of stellar mass may be collapsing at a rate of more than one a day in the 
nucleus of the galaxy. 

The aim of this paper however is to suggest that there may also be a large 
number of collapsed objects of very much smaller mass which were formed in the 
very early stages of the Universe. The basis for this suggestion is the ‘ Chaotic 
Cosmology ’ proposed by Misner (4). This theory is an attempt to avoid having to 
postulate very special initial conditions for the Universe in order to produce the 
presently observed features such as the high degree of isotropy and the existence of 
galaxies. Instead, it is postulated that these were initially large random fluctuations 
on all length scales but that most of these fluctuations were later damped out by 
dissipation processes such as neutrino viscosity and photon viscosity. 

A comoving volume U, in the early Universe, would have a gravitational binding 
energy of the order of Gp2V5/3 where p is the density. The kinetic energy of 
expansion of the matter in the volume would be of the order of pF5/3(Û/U)2 and the 
potential energy arising from the relativistic pressure would be of the order of pc2V. 
This can be neglected in comparison with the gravitational energy if U> (c2IGp)3/2. 
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A comoving volume U, in the early Universe, would have a gravitational binding 
energy of the order of Gp2V5/3 where p is the density. The kinetic energy of 
expansion of the matter in the volume would be of the order of pF5/3(Û/U)2 and the 
potential energy arising from the relativistic pressure would be of the order of pc2V. 
This can be neglected in comparison with the gravitational energy if U> (c2IGp)3/2. 
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GRAVITATIONALLY COLLAPSED OBJECTS OF VERY 

LOW MASS 

Stephen Hawking 

(Communicated by M. J. Rees) 

(Received 1970 November 9) 

SUMMARY 

It is suggested that there may be a large number of gravitationally collapsed 
objects of mass 10-5 g upwards which were formed as a result of fluctuations in 
the early Universe. They could carry an electric charge of up to ±30 electron 
units. Such objects would produce distinctive tracks in bubble chambers and 
could form atoms with orbiting electrons or protons. A mass of 1017 g of such 
objects could have accumulated at the centre of a star like the Sun. If such a 
star later became a neutron star there would be a steady accretion of matter by 
a central collapsed object which could eventually swallow up the whole star in 
about ten million years. 

It has been known for some time that a star of mass M greater than about one 
and a half times the mass of the Sun cannot support itself against gravity when it 
has exhausted its nuclear fuel. If therefore it has not ejected sufficient matter to 
reduce its mass below this figure by the end of its lifetime, it seems that it must 
undergo gravitational collapse to produce a ‘ black hole * of radius about the 
Schwarzschild radius zGM/c2. This collapsed object would produce a gravitational 
field of the same order as that of the original star and therefore could still be detected 
by its gravitational effect. The theory of a mass ejection in the later stages of stellar 
evolution is still uncertain but it seems that there could easily be as many collapsed 
stars as visible ones in our galaxy. Indeed the recent observations by Weber (i)-(3) 
of gravitational wave pulses which appear to come from the galactic centre suggest 
that objects of stellar mass may be collapsing at a rate of more than one a day in the 
nucleus of the galaxy. 

The aim of this paper however is to suggest that there may also be a large 
number of collapsed objects of very much smaller mass which were formed in the 
very early stages of the Universe. The basis for this suggestion is the ‘ Chaotic 
Cosmology ’ proposed by Misner (4). This theory is an attempt to avoid having to 
postulate very special initial conditions for the Universe in order to produce the 
presently observed features such as the high degree of isotropy and the existence of 
galaxies. Instead, it is postulated that these were initially large random fluctuations 
on all length scales but that most of these fluctuations were later damped out by 
dissipation processes such as neutrino viscosity and photon viscosity. 

A comoving volume U, in the early Universe, would have a gravitational binding 
energy of the order of Gp2V5/3 where p is the density. The kinetic energy of 
expansion of the matter in the volume would be of the order of pF5/3(Û/U)2 and the 
potential energy arising from the relativistic pressure would be of the order of pc2V. 
This can be neglected in comparison with the gravitational energy if U> (c2IGp)3/2. 
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If the picture of large initial fluctuations is correct there must have been many such 
volumes for which the gravitational energy considerably exceeded the kinetic energy 
of expansion. These regions would not have continued to expand with the rest of the 
Universe but would have collapsed again. If these collapsed regions are not to be 
completely disconnected universes on their own, the mass in them must not be so 
large as to close them off from our Universe. This, together with the requirement 
that gravity should be able to defeat the pressure forces implies that the mass M of 
the collapsed object will be of the order of (c^lG^po)1^2 where po is the density in the 
region at the time of maximum expansion. 

Since gravitational collapse is essentially a classical process, it is probable that 
black holes could not form with radii less than the Plank length (GAc-3)1/2 ~ io-33 cm, 
the length at which quantum fluctuations of the metric are expected to be of order 
unity. A Schwarzschild radius of this length would correspond to a mass of about 
i o-5 g. For lengths larger than io~33 cm it should be good approximation to ignore 
quantum gravitational effects and treat the metric classically. One might therefore 
expect collapsed objects to exist with masses from 10-5 g upwards. 

It might be thought that a collapsed object could not form unless its Schwarz- 
schild radius were greater than the Compton wavelength h/cm of one of the ele- 
mentary particles which went to form it. This would imply a minimum mass for a 
collapsed object of about 1014 g. However, this does not seem a valid argument since 
the Compton wavelengths of the photon and other zero rest-mass particles are 
infinite, yet a sufficient concentration of electromagnetic radiation can cause gravita- 
tional collapse. The relevant wavelength to compare with the Schwarzschild radius 
is not the wavelength at rest but hc/E where E is the typical energy of a particle. 
This will be much greater than me2 as the particles will be ultra-relativistic. In fact if 
there are q different species of particle present, the temperature T will be of the order 
of (p^5/?3/^4)1/4 and so the typical wavelength will be hcjkT = {hqjpc)1^. This will 
be less than the Schwarzschild radius if ikf > {c2lzG){qhlpoc)1^. But M~ (£6/G3po)1/2- 
Thus the condition will be satisfied if M> ^chqlG)1!2 ~ q1!2 x io-5 gm. This again 
indicates that collapsed objects cannot have masses of less than about io-5 g. 
Hagedorn (5) has suggested that q might increase exponentially in the early Uni- 
verse. However it has been claimed (6) that Hagedorn’s theory breaks down when 
the wavelength of a typical particle is greater than the particle horizon. The 
Schwarzschild radius of a collapsed object is of the same order as the particle 
horizon at the time of maximum expansion. We shall therefore consider the possi- 
bility that may be collapsed objects of any mass from io-5 g upwards. 

An upper bound on the number of these objects can be set from the measure- 
ments by Sandage (7) of the deceleration of the expansion of the Universe. These 
measurements indicate that the average density of the Universe cannot be greater 
than about io-28 g cm-2. Since the average density of visible matter is only 
about io-31 g cm-2, it is tempting to suppose that the major part of the mass of 
the Universe is in the form of collapsed objects. This extra density could stabilize 
clusters of galaxies which, otherwise, appear mostly not to be gravitationally bound. 

One might expect these collapsed objects to have velocities in the range 50- 
1000 km s“1, similar to those of other bodies such as stars and galaxies, which move 
primarily under the influence of gravity. A collapsed object moving with velocity v 
through matter of density d would lose energy by gravitational scattering at a rate of 
the order of 47tG2M2 djv2 per unit distance. This is so low that a 1 g object could 
travel io21 light years through solid lead at 100 km s_1 without being appreciably 
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PBHs are one of the very few (model-dependent) probes of the ultra-
small-scale primordial power spectrum.
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Figure 3. The allowed amplitude of primordial curvature (density) perturbations PR (P�) at

all scales. We give the overall best measurements of the power spectrum on large scales from

the CMB, large scale structure (LSS), Lyman-↵ observations and other cosmological probes

[18, 19, 20], as well as upper limits from searches for UCMHs with gamma-rays and the CMB.

We also show limits from searches for PBHs [11]. In addition, we give possible DM kinetic

decoupling scales for supersymmetric WIMP models [17]. For particle models with kinetic

decoupling scales kKD, no UCMH limits apply for k > kKD. From [2].
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It’s a nutty idea. But every idea of what dark matter 
might be is a nutty idea.  
Marc Kamionkowski, Science Magazine 2/17
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1. PBHs accrete baryons  
2. a fraction of the accreted mass is re-radiated 

3. a fraction of this luminosity is deposited into the plasma 
4. some is deposited as heat  => CMB spectral distortions  

5. some leads to extra ionizations  
=> change the recombination history and visibility function  
=> affects CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies

Underlying physics for CMB bounds

Our philosophy: (i) first-principles, low-fudge-number 
calculation (ii) estimate the minimal physically plausible 

effect in order to set conservative upper limits

Carr 1981, Ricotti et al. 2008, YAH & Kamionkowski 2017 
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and density fields are

T̂ (x) ⇡ ⌧

x
, (29)

u(x) ⇡ �
r

2 � 5⌧

x
, (30)

⇢̂(x) ⇡ �p
2 � 5⌧

x
�3/2

. (31)

5. Solution for 1 . � ⌧ �

When Compton drag is significant (� & 1), there is
no longer any conserved quantity, even in the quasi-
isothermal case. We can simply determine the asymp-
totic value of � for � � 1 by considering the momen-
tum equation at x ⌧ 1, where the pressure force is
negligible with respect to gravity. In this regime we
find u ⇡ �1/(�x

2), implying that � ! �
�1 for large

�. Physically, the drag force balances the gravitational
force, i.e. the velocity reaches the terminal velocity. Once
x . �

�2/3 � �
�2/3, the advection term u(du/dx) be-

comes dominant over the drag term ��u and the velocity
reaches the free-fall solution u ⇡ �

p
2/x. Since this oc-

curs at a radius much larger than �
�2/3, the asymptotic

behavior or T̂ , is still given by Eqs. (29) and (28). The
e↵ect of Compton drag is therefore only to change the
accretion rate.

Ref. [26] find the following analytic approximation for
�(�), valid for all values of � (but for � � 1 only, as they
consider isothermal accretion):

�(� � 1; �) ⇡ exp


9/2

3 + �3/4

�
1

(
p

1 + � + 1)2
. (32)

For general � and � we may use the following approxi-
mation for the dimensionless accretion rate:

�(�, �) =
�(�; � ⌧ 1)�(� � 1; �)

�iso

. (33)

This approximation is well justified since � ⌧ �. As a
consequence, either � ⌧ 1 or � � 1.

The dimensionless accretion rate � is the first main re-
sult of this Section. We show its evolution as a function
of redshift for several PBH masses in Fig. 4. While ROM
do account for Compton drag following the analysis of
Ref. [26], they implicitly assume that � � 1 at all times.
In other words, they do not account for the factor of ⇠ 10
decrease of � at low redshift when Compton cooling be-
comes negligible and the accretion becomes mostly adia-
batic. Figure 4 also shows the evolution of the accretion
rate normalized to the Eddington rate, ṁ ⌘ Ṁc

2
/LEdd.

C. Collisional ionization region

If the emerging radiation field is too weak to photoion-
ize the gas, it eventually gets collisionally ionized as it is

10 2
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1
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FIG. 4. Characteristic dimensionless accretion rate � (upper
panel) and accretion rate normalized to the Eddington value
ṁ ⌘ Ṁc2/LEdd (lower panel) as a function of redshift, for
PBH masses 1, 102 and 104 M�. These quantities are evalu-
ated with substitution vB ! ve↵ as described in Section II F.

compressed and heated up. We assume that this proceeds
roughly at constant temperature T ⇡ Tion ⇡ 1.5 ⇥ 104.
Indeed, if ionization proceeds through collisional ioniza-
tions balanced by radiative recombinations, the equilib-
rium ionization fraction only depends on temperature,
with a sharp transition at T ⇡ 1.5 ⇥ 104 K (for instance,
using Eq. (2) or Ref. [30], we get xe = (0.01, 0.5, 0.99) at
T = (1.1, 1.5, 2.5) ⇥ 104 K, respectively).

Getting back to dimensionful variables, we found in
the previous section that at small radii,

T (r) ⇡ ⌧T1
rB

r
, (34)

where ⌧ is a dimensionless constant at most equal to 3/10,
and smaller when Compton cooling is important. The
e↵ect of the ionization region is only relevant once the
global free-electron fraction xe falls significantly below
unity, i.e. for T1 . 3000 K ⌧ Tion. Therefore we expect
the ionization region to be reached deep inside the Bondi
radius, where the asymptotic behavior (34) is accurate.
The ionization region therefore starts at radius

r
start

ion
⇡ ⌧

T1
Tion

rB, (35)

1. Accretion rate: Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton 
with a few twists

Ṁc2

LEdd

Compton drag ceases 
to be efficient

Compton cooling 
ceases to be efficient 

(=> more pressure)

(for a characteristic 
relative velocity)
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2. Radiative efficiency: Shapiro (1973) 
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Baryon-dark matter relative velocity
Baryons and dark matter have large-scale relative motions  

(see e.g. Tseliakhovich & Hirata 2010 for effect on small-scale structure) 

• before recombination 

• after recombination: baryons become cold like DM. 

Ricotti et al. 2008 assumed vrel ⇡ 4 km/s . cs

vrel ⇡ 30 km/s ⇡ 5 cs

vrel / 1/a

Ruffert’s website



L / Ṁ2 / 1

(c2s + v2rel)
3

in the simple Bondi case:

hLi /
⌧

1

(c2s + v2rel)
3

�
⇡ 1

c3shv2reli3/2
, hv2reli � c2s

Simple fudge (à la Bondi-Hoyle): cs → (cs2 + vrel2)1/2 

Baryon-dark matter relative velocity

Notes: (1) detailed suppression is not highly relevant: average luminosity is 
dominated by subsonically accreting BHs.   
(2) there are small-scale motions due to non-linear clustering.  
We do not account for those.

hLi
L(vrel = 0)

⇠ 10�2

See also Horowitz 2016, Aloni, Blum & Flauger 2017
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3. Energy deposition into the plasma
Mostly through Compton scattering of ~ 0.1-10 MeV photons



4-CMB spectral distortions

µ ⇡ 1.4

Z 2⇥106

5⇥104
d ln(1 + z)

⇢̇
heat
dep

H⇢cmb
,

y ⇡ 1

4

Z 5⇥104

200
d ln(1 + z)

⇢̇
heat
dep

H⇢cmb

µ  6⇥ 10�8fpbh max
z�5⇥104

✓
hLi
LEdd

◆
.

y ⇡ 0.02 fpbh
hLi
LEdd

���
z⇡200

Undetectable by FIRAS (µ, y ~10-5), or even by PIXIE (µ, y ~10-8)
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5. Effect on recombination history and CMB anisotropies
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FIG. 4: Constraints on accreting PBH as DM. Our con-
straints, derived from a disk accretion history (blue region:
Eq. (8); light-red region: ve↵ ' cs,1), are compared to: i) the
CMB constraints obtained assuming that spherical accretion
holds as in Ref. [57] (red full line); ii) the non observation of
micro-lensing events in the Large Magellanic Cloud as derived
by the EROS-2 collaboration [38] (black dot-dashed line); iii)
the non observation of disk-accreting PBH at the Galactic
Center in the radio band, extrapolated from Ref. [47] (green
long-dashed line); iv) constraints from the disruption of the
star cluster in Eridanus II [45] (blue short-dashed line, see
text for details).

small, i.e. ṀB < 10�3
LEd), scaling as

fPBH <

✓
4 M�
M

◆1.6✓
ve↵

10 km/s

◆4.8✓0.01

�

◆1.6

. (24)
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FIG. 5: Constraints on the width �pbh of a broad mass spec-
trum of accreting PBH as from Eq. (25) as a function of the
mean mass µPBH, assuming that they represent 100% of the
DM. For comparison the dashed blue line represents our cal-
culation of the best constraint from the dynamical heating of
the star cluster in the faint dwarf Eridanus II, following the
method and parameters of Ref. [45].

We have also extended the constraints to a broad log-
normal mass distribution of the type

dn

dM
=

1
p

2⇡�M
exp

✓
� log

10
(M/µPBH)2

2�
2

pbh

◆
. (25)

i.e. with mean mass µPBH and width �pbh. Our con-
straints in the plane (�pbh, µPBH) assuming that PBH
represent 100% of the DM are shown in Fig. 5. It is
clear that the bound on the median PBH mass is robust
and can only get more stringent if a broad, log-normal
mass function is considered, confirming the overall trend
discussed in Ref. [60]. However, we estimate that the
tightening of the constraints for a broad mass function
is more modest than the corresponding one from some
dynamical probes. This is illustrated by the blue dashed
line in Fig. 5, which is the result of our calculation of
the constraints from the disruption of the star cluster
in Eridanus II, following the method and parameters of
Ref. [45] (cluster mass of 3000 M�, timescale of 12 Gyr,
initial and final radius of 2 pc and 13 pc respectively and
a cored DM density of ⇢DM = 1M�pc�3).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The intriguing possibility that DM is made of PBH is
nowadays a subject of intense work in light of the recent
gravitational wave detections of merging BH with masses
of tens of M�. However, high mass PBH are known to
accrete matter, a process that leads to the emission of
a high energy radiation able to perturb the thermal and
ionization history of the universe, eventually jeopardizing
the success of CMB anisotropy studies. In this compu-
tation, the geometry of the accretion, namely whether it
is spherical or associated to the formation of a disk, is
a major ingredient. Until now, studies have focused on
the case of spherical accretion. In this work, we argued
that, based on a standard criterion for disk formation, all
plausible estimates suggest that a disk forms soon after
recombination. This is essentially due to the fact that
stellar-mass PBH are in a non-linear regime (i.e. clus-
tered in halos of bound objects, from binaries to clumps
of thousands of PBH) at scales encompassing the Bondi
radius already before recombination. This feature was ig-
nored in the pioneering article [55], which assumed that
massive PBH cluster like WIMPs and deduced the ade-
quacy of the spherical accretion approximation, eventu-
ally adopted by all subsequent studies.

Then, we have carefully computed the e↵ects of accre-
tion around PBH onto the CMB power spectra, making
use of state-of-the art tools to deal with energy deposi-
tion in the primordial gas. Our 95% CL fiducial bounds
preclude PBH from accounting for the totality of DM
if having a monochromatic distribution of masses above
⇠ 2 M�, the bound on fPBH improving roughly like M

1.6

with the mass. All in all, the formation of disks improves
over the spherical approximation of Ref. [57] by two or-
ders of magnitude. We also checked that the constraints

Bounds to be taken at the order-of-magnitude level only. 

Rely on very simplified modeling of complex physics, but ought to be conservative. 
e.g., disk accretion would imply higher luminosity hence stronger possible bounds.

Poulin et al. 2017
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FIG. 6. Merger rate of PBH binaries if they make up all of
the dark matter, and provided PBH binaries are not signifi-
cantly perturbed between formation and merger (solid line).
Superimposed are the upper limits from LIGO given in Table
I and described in the main text.

also strongly constrains masses M  10 M�, and defer
this detailed analysis to the LIGO collaboration, updat-
ing that carried out in Ref. [39] with the S2 run. We
summarize our estimated limits in Table I.

We show these limits in Fig. 6, alongside the PBH bi-
nary merger rate if they make all of the dark matter, and
if PBH binaries are not significantly perturbed between
formation and merger. We see that the latter largely
exceeds the estimated upper limits, by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude, depending on the mass. This indicates that
LIGO could rule out PBHs as the dominant dark mat-
ter component, and set stringent upper limits to their
abundance.

To estimate these potential limits, we solve for the
maximum PBH fraction for which the merger rate is be-
low the LIGO upper limits. Note, that the merger rate is
not linear in f , nor a simple power law through all range
of f , so these limits must be computed numerically. We
show the result in Fig. 7, alongside other existing bounds
in that mass range. We see that LIGO O1 may limit
PBHs to be no more than a percent of the dark mat-
ter for M ⇠ 10 � 300 M�. If confirmed with numerical
computations, these would become the strongest existing
bounds in that mass range.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

NSTT [38] pointed out long ago that PBHs would
form binaries in the early Universe, as a consequence of
the chance proximity of PBH pairs, and estimated their
merger rate at the present time. Following the first de-
tection of a binary-black-hole merger [5], Sasaki et al. [9]
updated this calculation to 30 M� PBHs, and general-
ized it to an arbitrary PBH abundance. They focused on
the case where PBHs are a very subdominant fraction of
the dark matter, as was implied by the stringent CMB
spectral distortions bounds at the time [23], since then

micro-lensing wide binaries
ultra-faint dwarfs

potential limits  
from LIGO O1 run
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FIG. 7. Potential upper bounds on the fraction of dark matter
in PBHs as a function of their mass, derived in this paper (red
arrows), and assuming a narrow PBH mass function. These
bounds need to be confirmed by numerical simulations. For
comparison we also show the microlensing limits from the
EROS [21] (purple) and MACHO [20] (blue) collaborations
(see Ref. [74] for caveats and Ref. [32] for a discussion of
uncertainties), limits from wide Galactic binaries [22], ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies [25], and CMB anisotropies [24].

revised and significantly alleviated [24] (see also [33]).

In this paper, we have, first of all, made several im-
provements to the calculation of NSST, and accurately
computed the distribution of orbital parameters of PBH
binaries forming in the early Universe. Specifically,
we have computed the exact probability distribution of
initial angular momentum for a close pair torqued by
all other PBHs, and have accounted for the tidal field
of standard adiabatic density perturbations, dominant
when PBHs make a small fraction of the dark matter.

Our second and most important addition was to check
thoroughly whether the highly eccentric orbits of PBH
binaries merging today can get significantly disturbed
between formation and merger. To do so, we have esti-
mated the characteristic properties of the first non-linear
structures, and as a consequence their e↵ects on the or-
bital parameters of PBH binaries. We found that PBH
binaries merging today are essentially unscathed by tidal
torques and encounters with other PBHs. This robust-
ness stems from the fact that these binaries typically form
deep inside the radiation era and are very tight. We have
also estimated the e↵ect of baryon accretion to be much
weaker than previous estimates [43], but potentially im-
portant if unknown numerical prefactors happen to be
large.

Thirdly, we have revisited the calculation of Ref. [8]
for the merger rate of PBH binaries forming in present-
day halos through gravitational recombination. We have
explicitly accounted for the previously neglected Pois-
son fluctuations resulting from the granularity of PBH
dark matter. This shot noise greatly enhances the vari-
ance of density perturbations on small scales, and has
pronounced e↵ects on the properties of low-mass halos.



Basic idea: Nakamura, Sasaki, Tanaka & Thorne 1997

On small enough scales, PBHs are randomly 
distributed (or maybe not quite!)

Some PBH pairs happen to be close enough 
that they decouple from the Hubble flow 
deep in the radiation era.

As they fall towards one another, torqued by 
other PBHs result in a non-zero (but small) 
angular momentum

Inspiral through GW radiation, some merge 
at the present time.



Merger rate

Time to merge for j << 1 (Peters 1964): 

4

where we computed the last integral numerically. The
reduced angular momentum j ⌘ `/

p
2Ma is therefore

j ⇡
0.3

p
0.1

�
1/2

✓
3

16⇡⇢eqM

◆1/2

x
3/2

x̂ ⇥ [Teq · x̂] ,

⇡ 0.5 x
3

x̂ ⇥


Teq

M
· x̂

�
(15)

where we used Eqs. (7) and (11) to simplify the expres-
sion.

1. Torques by other PBHs

Let us now specifically consider the tidal field gener-
ated by a point mass M at comoving separation y � x:

T
ij
eq

M
=

3ŷ
i
ŷ
j
� �

ij

y3
. (16)

This implies an angular momentum

j ⇡ 1.5
x
3

y3
(x̂ · ŷ)(x̂ ⇥ ŷ), (17)

with magnitude j ⇡ 0.8(x/y)3 sin(2✓), where ✓ is the
angle between x̂ and ŷ, consistent with the results of
Ref. [40].

The total reduced angular momentum resulting from
all other PBHs (at distance y � x) is hence given by

j ⇡ 1.5
X

p

x
3

y3
p

(x̂ · ŷp)(x̂ ⇥ ŷp). (18)

We compute explicitly the probability distribution of j

in the Appendix, where we find, for a given X,

j
dP

dj

���
X

= P(j/jX), P(�) ⌘
�
2

(1 + �2)3/2
, (19)

with jX ⌘ 0.5X. (20)

Note that this distribution extends to arbitrarily large
j, while physical values are limited to j  1. As long
as jX ⌧ 1, the contribution of unphysical values j > 1
is negligibly small. We emphasize that this probability
distribution accounts for torques by all PBHs, not just
the nearest neighbor as was assumed in Refs. [38, 40].

2. Torques by linear density perturbations

As pointed out in Refs. [43, 44], if the PBH frac-
tion is smaller than the characteristic large-scale mat-
ter density perturbation �m, then tidal torques are
dominated by large-scale linear perturbations, T

ij
eq =

�@i@j� = �4⇡⇢eq@i@j@
�2

�m. The resulting j is
Gaussian-distributed in the plane perpendicular to x̂,
with variance given by [see Appendix 2]

hj
2
i
1/2 =

r
3

10

�eq

f
X ⇡ 0.5

�eq

f
X. (21)

In principle the probability distribution for the total j,
which is the sum of two contributions (other PBHs and
linear perturbations), can be computed by convolving the
two probability distributions. This convolution is not
analytic, however, so for simplicity we assume that for a
given semi-major axis, the probability distribution of j

is given by Eq. (19), with the characteristic value

jX ⇡ 0.5
�
1 + �

2
eq/f

2
�1/2

X. (22)

D. Characteristic initial properties of binaries
merging today

For initial eccentricities close to unity, i.e. j ⌧ 1,
which, as we will see shortly, is the relevant regime, the
coalescence time through GW emission is given by [45]

t =
3

170

a
4

M3
j
7
. (23)

For a given X hence a, there is a unique j such that the
merger time is t; using Eq. (11), it is given by

j(t; X) ⌘

✓
170

3

tM
3
f
4

(0.1 x)4X16/3

◆1/7

. (24)

The di↵erential probability distribution of (X, t) is then
given by

d
2
P

dXdt
=

dP

dX

dP

dt

���
X

=
dP

dX
⇥


@j

@t

dP

dj

���
X

�

j(t;X)

. (25)

The probability distribution of the rescaled nearest-
neighbor separation is dP/dX = e�X (again, this as-
sumes a random distribution of PBHs, and may take
on di↵erent values in specific PBH formation models).
Given that j / t

1/7, @j/@t = j/(7t). Using Eq. (19) we
arrive at

d
2
P

dXdt
=

1

7t
e�X

P (�X) , �X ⌘
j(t; X)

jX
. (26)

From Bayes’ theorem, we obtain the probability distri-
bution of X for binaries merging after a time t0:

dP

dX

���
t0

/
d
2
P

dXdt

���
t0

/ e�X
P (�X) , t = t0. (27)

We now seek the value X⇤ for which this probability is
maximized. We will see that X⇤ ⌧ 1, so we approximate
e�X

⇡ 1. We then need to solve

0 =
@

@X


dP

dX

���
t0

�

X⇤

/ P
0(�X⇤)

@�X

@X
. (28)

Since �X is strictly monotonic, this implies P
0(�X⇤) = 0,

which is achieved for �X⇤ =
p

2, i.e.

j(t0; X⇤) =
p

2jX⇤ . (29)

Given the probability distributions for a and j, get 
probability distribution for t, hence merger rate
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FIG. 4. Characteristic initial orbital elements (semi-major
axis a and reduced angular momentum j =

p
1� e2) of PBH

binaries merging at the present time.
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FIG. 5. PBH binary merger rate, as a function of PBH frac-
tion fpbh and mass m = M/M�.

III. BINARY EVOLUTION BETWEEN
FORMATION AND MERGER

The goal of this section is to estimate the e↵ect of
interactions with the overall tidal field, other PBHs and
baryons after the binary has formed, once it is part of
non-linear structures.

A. Purely gravitational interactions

We begin by considering purely gravitational inter-
actions of PBH binaries with dark matter, whether in
the form of PBHs or otherwise. Before we start, let
us point out that if PBHs do not make all of the dark
matter, one must make assumptions about the rest of
it. Given that the scales currently probed by CMB
anisotropy and large-scale-structure measurements are
significantly larger than the scales of interest here, all
bets are open regarding the appropriate model. For in-
stance, the dark matter could be cold enough that its free
streaming length is below current limts from Ly-↵ forest
data [46], yet be e↵ectively warm on a scale containing a
few PBHs. Similarly, the dark matter could be an ultra-
light axion-like particle, massive enough to evade existing
constraints [1], yet light enough to have strong wavelike
e↵ects on the scales of interest. For definiteness, we shall
assume that the rest of the dark matter is made of cold,
collisionless particles with masses ⌧ M . In addition to
being the simplest scenario, it is also that where the dark
matter is expected to cluster the most, hence have the
largest gravitational e↵ects on PBH binaries. Making
this assumption is therefore conservative.

1. Characteristic properties of early halos

Consider a spherical region enclosing on average a total
mass Mh. The number N of PBHs it contains is Pois-
son distributed with mean hNi = fMh/M and variance
h(�N)2i = hNi. For hNi � 1, the distribution of per-
turbations on that mass scale is nearly Gaussian, with
variance at equality

�
2(Mh; eq) ⇡ �

2
eq +

f
2

hNi
= �

2
eq + f

M

Mh
. (35)

During the matter era, perturbations grow linearly with
the scale factor, �(Mh, s) ⇡ s �(Mh; eq). Perturbations
of mass scale Mh typically collapse when �(Mh, s) ⇡ 1,
i.e. at scale factor

scoll(Mh) ⇡
�
�
2
eq + fM/Mh

��1/2
. (36)

As a sanity check, with our assumed �eq = 0.005, we
find that the first small-scale structures form at z ⇠ 20
if f = 0, consistent with current estimates.

Once a perturbation collapses and virializes into a halo,
we assume its characteristic density ⇢h is ⇠ 200 times the
mean density at the time of collapse:

⇢h ⇡ 200 ⇢m(scoll). (37)

The variance of the relative velocity of two point masses
in the halo is typically

v
2
h ⇡ 2

✓
4⇡⇢h

3
M

2
h

◆1/3

. (38)
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FIG. 6. Merger rate of PBH binaries if they make up all of
the dark matter, and provided PBH binaries are not signifi-
cantly perturbed between formation and merger (solid line).
Superimposed are the upper limits from LIGO given in Table
I and described in the main text.

also strongly constrains masses M  10 M�, and defer
this detailed analysis to the LIGO collaboration, updat-
ing that carried out in Ref. [39] with the S2 run. We
summarize our estimated limits in Table I.

We show these limits in Fig. 6, alongside the PBH bi-
nary merger rate if they make all of the dark matter, and
if PBH binaries are not significantly perturbed between
formation and merger. We see that the latter largely
exceeds the estimated upper limits, by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude, depending on the mass. This indicates that
LIGO could rule out PBHs as the dominant dark mat-
ter component, and set stringent upper limits to their
abundance.

To estimate these potential limits, we solve for the
maximum PBH fraction for which the merger rate is be-
low the LIGO upper limits. Note, that the merger rate is
not linear in f , nor a simple power law through all range
of f , so these limits must be computed numerically. We
show the result in Fig. 7, alongside other existing bounds
in that mass range. We see that LIGO O1 may limit
PBHs to be no more than a percent of the dark mat-
ter for M ⇠ 10 � 300 M�. If confirmed with numerical
computations, these would become the strongest existing
bounds in that mass range.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

NSTT [38] pointed out long ago that PBHs would
form binaries in the early Universe, as a consequence of
the chance proximity of PBH pairs, and estimated their
merger rate at the present time. Following the first de-
tection of a binary-black-hole merger [5], Sasaki et al. [9]
updated this calculation to 30 M� PBHs, and general-
ized it to an arbitrary PBH abundance. They focused on
the case where PBHs are a very subdominant fraction of
the dark matter, as was implied by the stringent CMB
spectral distortions bounds at the time [23], since then

micro-lensing wide binaries
ultra-faint dwarfs

potential limits  
from LIGO O1 run
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FIG. 7. Potential upper bounds on the fraction of dark matter
in PBHs as a function of their mass, derived in this paper (red
arrows), and assuming a narrow PBH mass function. These
bounds need to be confirmed by numerical simulations. For
comparison we also show the microlensing limits from the
EROS [21] (purple) and MACHO [20] (blue) collaborations
(see Ref. [74] for caveats and Ref. [32] for a discussion of
uncertainties), limits from wide Galactic binaries [22], ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies [25], and CMB anisotropies [24].

revised and significantly alleviated [24] (see also [33]).

In this paper, we have, first of all, made several im-
provements to the calculation of NSST, and accurately
computed the distribution of orbital parameters of PBH
binaries forming in the early Universe. Specifically,
we have computed the exact probability distribution of
initial angular momentum for a close pair torqued by
all other PBHs, and have accounted for the tidal field
of standard adiabatic density perturbations, dominant
when PBHs make a small fraction of the dark matter.

Our second and most important addition was to check
thoroughly whether the highly eccentric orbits of PBH
binaries merging today can get significantly disturbed
between formation and merger. To do so, we have esti-
mated the characteristic properties of the first non-linear
structures, and as a consequence their e↵ects on the or-
bital parameters of PBH binaries. We found that PBH
binaries merging today are essentially unscathed by tidal
torques and encounters with other PBHs. This robust-
ness stems from the fact that these binaries typically form
deep inside the radiation era and are very tight. We have
also estimated the e↵ect of baryon accretion to be much
weaker than previous estimates [43], but potentially im-
portant if unknown numerical prefactors happen to be
large.

Thirdly, we have revisited the calculation of Ref. [8]
for the merger rate of PBH binaries forming in present-
day halos through gravitational recombination. We have
explicitly accounted for the previously neglected Pois-
son fluctuations resulting from the granularity of PBH
dark matter. This shot noise greatly enhances the vari-
ance of density perturbations on small scales, and has
pronounced e↵ects on the properties of low-mass halos.

fpbh = 1

LIGO upper limits
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FIG. 2. Characteristic rescaled initial comoving separation
X ⌘ (x/x)3 for PBH binaries that merge at the present time,
as a function of the fraction of dark matter in PBHs. The
curves are labeled by the PBH mass in units of M�. We see
that X⇤ ⌧ 1, indicating that PBH binaries merging today
are rare pairs with initial separation much smaller than the
characteristic inter-PBH separation. Here and in subsequent
figures, the change of slope at f ⇡ �eq ⇡ 0.005 is due to the
change in the dominant tidal torque, from large-scale density
perturbations at f . �eq to other PBHs at f & �eq.

Solving for X⇤, we obtain that the most probable value
of X for binaries merging today is

X⇤ ⇡ 0.032 f m
5/37(f2 + �

2
eq)

�21/74
. (30)

We show X⇤ in Fig. 2. We see that for all PBH masses
and fractions of interest, X⇤ ⌧ 1, indicating that PBH
binaries merging today are rare pairs with initial sepa-
ration much smaller than the characteristic inter-PBH
separation. This justifies our approximation to treat the
e↵ect of other PBHs as a perturbation on the nearly iso-
lated binary.

From our results in Sec. II B, the characteristic redshift
at which PBH binaries decouple from the Hubble flow is
z⇤ ⇡ 3zeq/(X⇤/f), which we show in Fig. 3. We find that
all binaries merging today typically form prior to matter-
radiation equality, and increasingly early for f & �eq.
The characteristic semi-major axis a⇤ is then obtained
from Eq. (11), and the characteristic angular momentum
j⇤ is simply j(t0, X⇤) =

p
2jX⇤, i.e., using Eq. (22),

j⇤ ⇡
1

p
2
(�2

eq + f
2)1/2(X⇤/f)

⇡ 0.023 m
5/37(�2

eq + f
2)8/37. (31)

We show the characteristic initial orbital parameters in
Fig. 4.

E. Merger rate

We now have all the required ingredients to compute
the merger rate. First of all, since the typical formation
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FIG. 3. Characteristic decoupling redshift of PBH binaries
merging at the present time, as a function of the fraction of
dark matter in PBHs. We see that PBH binaries typically
form around matter-radiation equality for fpbh . 0.01, and
much earlier for larger PBH fractions.

time is prior to matter radiation equality, the time of
merger (i.e. the value of coordinate time since the Big
Bang) is approximately the time it takes to merge, for
binaries merging today. The probability distribution of
the time of merger is therefore

dP

dt
=

Z
dX

d
2
P

dXdt
=

1

7t

Z
dXe�X

P(�X). (32)

Since the integrand peaks at X⇤ ⌧ 1, we may set e�X =
1, and compute the integral analytically. Using �X /

X
�37/21, and �X⇤ =

p
2, we find

Z
dXP(�X) =

21

37

X⇤
p

2

Z
d�(�/

p
2)�58/37

P(�)

⇡ 0.59 X⇤. (33)

The merger rate per unit volume at the present time t0

is then obtained from

dNmerge

dtdV
=

1

2
f

⇢
0
m

M

dP

dt

���
t0

⇡ 0.042 X⇤
f⇢

0
m

Mt0
, (34)

where ⇢
0
m is the matter density at the present time, and

the factor 1/2 avoids double-counting of pairs .
We show the merger rate as a function of f in Fig. 5.

It scales as m
�32/37

⇡ m
�0.86. For f � �eq, it scales as

f
53/37

⇡ f
1.41, and for f ⌧ �eq it scales as f

2. Note that
this contrasts with the results of Ref. [9], which did not
account for torques by adiabatic density perturbations
(i.e. assumed �eq = 0). In their case, the merger rate
changes from / f

53/37 to / f
3 at f . 10�3, as PBH

binaries typically form after matter-radiation equality in
that case.

The next section is dedicated to check the most impor-
tant assumption underlying this rate estimate, namely
that between formation and merger, PBH binaries are
mostly una↵ected by their environment.
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FIG. 4. Characteristic initial orbital elements (semi-major
axis a and reduced angular momentum j =

p
1� e2) of PBH

binaries merging at the present time.
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FIG. 5. PBH binary merger rate, as a function of PBH frac-
tion fpbh and mass m = M/M�.

III. BINARY EVOLUTION BETWEEN
FORMATION AND MERGER

The goal of this section is to estimate the e↵ect of
interactions with the overall tidal field, other PBHs and
baryons after the binary has formed, once it is part of
non-linear structures.

A. Purely gravitational interactions

We begin by considering purely gravitational inter-
actions of PBH binaries with dark matter, whether in
the form of PBHs or otherwise. Before we start, let
us point out that if PBHs do not make all of the dark
matter, one must make assumptions about the rest of
it. Given that the scales currently probed by CMB
anisotropy and large-scale-structure measurements are
significantly larger than the scales of interest here, all
bets are open regarding the appropriate model. For in-
stance, the dark matter could be cold enough that its free
streaming length is below current limts from Ly-↵ forest
data [46], yet be e↵ectively warm on a scale containing a
few PBHs. Similarly, the dark matter could be an ultra-
light axion-like particle, massive enough to evade existing
constraints [1], yet light enough to have strong wavelike
e↵ects on the scales of interest. For definiteness, we shall
assume that the rest of the dark matter is made of cold,
collisionless particles with masses ⌧ M . In addition to
being the simplest scenario, it is also that where the dark
matter is expected to cluster the most, hence have the
largest gravitational e↵ects on PBH binaries. Making
this assumption is therefore conservative.

1. Characteristic properties of early halos

Consider a spherical region enclosing on average a total
mass Mh. The number N of PBHs it contains is Pois-
son distributed with mean hNi = fMh/M and variance
h(�N)2i = hNi. For hNi � 1, the distribution of per-
turbations on that mass scale is nearly Gaussian, with
variance at equality

�
2(Mh; eq) ⇡ �

2
eq +

f
2

hNi
= �

2
eq + f

M

Mh
. (35)

During the matter era, perturbations grow linearly with
the scale factor, �(Mh, s) ⇡ s �(Mh; eq). Perturbations
of mass scale Mh typically collapse when �(Mh, s) ⇡ 1,
i.e. at scale factor

scoll(Mh) ⇡
�
�
2
eq + fM/Mh

��1/2
. (36)

As a sanity check, with our assumed �eq = 0.005, we
find that the first small-scale structures form at z ⇠ 20
if f = 0, consistent with current estimates.

Once a perturbation collapses and virializes into a halo,
we assume its characteristic density ⇢h is ⇠ 200 times the
mean density at the time of collapse:

⇢h ⇡ 200 ⇢m(scoll). (37)

The variance of the relative velocity of two point masses
in the halo is typically

v
2
h ⇡ 2

✓
4⇡⇢h

3
M

2
h

◆1/3

. (38)

Characteristic initial properties for binaries merging today

j ⌘
p
1� e2

PBH binaries are typically highly eccentric.  
Merger timescale strongly depends on eccentricity.



Do binaries that form at z ~104 - 105 evolve  
only through GW radiation until the present time?

• Gravitational interactions with other PBHs and rest of dark matter

Using simple analytic estimates of the properties of the first structures, we 
found that torques due dark matter (PBHs or WIMPs) do not significantly 
affect PBH binaries.

• Exchange of energy and angular momentum with accreting baryons

Hayasaki 2008

Most uncertain piece. Estimated that 
torques could be marginally relevant. 
Subject of active research (e.g. Tang, 
Haiman & MacFadyen 2018).



Does LIGO rule out PBH-dark matter?
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FIG. 6. Merger rate of PBH binaries if they make up all of
the dark matter, and provided PBH binaries are not signifi-
cantly perturbed between formation and merger (solid line).
Superimposed are the upper limits from LIGO given in Table
I and described in the main text.

also strongly constrains masses M  10 M�, and defer
this detailed analysis to the LIGO collaboration, updat-
ing that carried out in Ref. [39] with the S2 run. We
summarize our estimated limits in Table I.

We show these limits in Fig. 6, alongside the PBH bi-
nary merger rate if they make all of the dark matter, and
if PBH binaries are not significantly perturbed between
formation and merger. We see that the latter largely
exceeds the estimated upper limits, by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude, depending on the mass. This indicates that
LIGO could rule out PBHs as the dominant dark mat-
ter component, and set stringent upper limits to their
abundance.

To estimate these potential limits, we solve for the
maximum PBH fraction for which the merger rate is be-
low the LIGO upper limits. Note, that the merger rate is
not linear in f , nor a simple power law through all range
of f , so these limits must be computed numerically. We
show the result in Fig. 7, alongside other existing bounds
in that mass range. We see that LIGO O1 may limit
PBHs to be no more than a percent of the dark mat-
ter for M ⇠ 10 � 300 M�. If confirmed with numerical
computations, these would become the strongest existing
bounds in that mass range.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

NSTT [38] pointed out long ago that PBHs would
form binaries in the early Universe, as a consequence of
the chance proximity of PBH pairs, and estimated their
merger rate at the present time. Following the first de-
tection of a binary-black-hole merger [5], Sasaki et al. [9]
updated this calculation to 30 M� PBHs, and general-
ized it to an arbitrary PBH abundance. They focused on
the case where PBHs are a very subdominant fraction of
the dark matter, as was implied by the stringent CMB
spectral distortions bounds at the time [23], since then

micro-lensing wide binaries
ultra-faint dwarfs

potential limits  
from LIGO O1 run
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FIG. 7. Potential upper bounds on the fraction of dark matter
in PBHs as a function of their mass, derived in this paper (red
arrows), and assuming a narrow PBH mass function. These
bounds need to be confirmed by numerical simulations. For
comparison we also show the microlensing limits from the
EROS [21] (purple) and MACHO [20] (blue) collaborations
(see Ref. [74] for caveats and Ref. [32] for a discussion of
uncertainties), limits from wide Galactic binaries [22], ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies [25], and CMB anisotropies [24].

revised and significantly alleviated [24] (see also [33]).

In this paper, we have, first of all, made several im-
provements to the calculation of NSST, and accurately
computed the distribution of orbital parameters of PBH
binaries forming in the early Universe. Specifically,
we have computed the exact probability distribution of
initial angular momentum for a close pair torqued by
all other PBHs, and have accounted for the tidal field
of standard adiabatic density perturbations, dominant
when PBHs make a small fraction of the dark matter.

Our second and most important addition was to check
thoroughly whether the highly eccentric orbits of PBH
binaries merging today can get significantly disturbed
between formation and merger. To do so, we have esti-
mated the characteristic properties of the first non-linear
structures, and as a consequence their e↵ects on the or-
bital parameters of PBH binaries. We found that PBH
binaries merging today are essentially unscathed by tidal
torques and encounters with other PBHs. This robust-
ness stems from the fact that these binaries typically form
deep inside the radiation era and are very tight. We have
also estimated the e↵ect of baryon accretion to be much
weaker than previous estimates [43], but potentially im-
portant if unknown numerical prefactors happen to be
large.

Thirdly, we have revisited the calculation of Ref. [8]
for the merger rate of PBH binaries forming in present-
day halos through gravitational recombination. We have
explicitly accounted for the previously neglected Pois-
son fluctuations resulting from the granularity of PBH
dark matter. This shot noise greatly enhances the vari-
ance of density perturbations on small scales, and has
pronounced e↵ects on the properties of low-mass halos.

It might, but more checks are needed 



Simulations produced by Derek Inman (NYU)

Mpbh = 30M�

fpbh = 0.1


